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Video-sharing

How to create video quizzes
using ESLvideo
This how-to guide will show you how to create
video quizzes using a web-based tool called
ESLvideo. You can also download a how-to video
tutorial from onestopenglish.

3 Once you have found the video you want to
use and copied the code, go to ESLvideo at
www.eslvideo.com. This is a simple tool which can
be used on any computer. All you need to do is to
register on the ESLvideo site. When you have done
this, go to Create a Quiz.

4 Scroll down the page until you see the start of
a form. Paste the embed code you copied from
YouTube into the Video Embed Code field.

1 First, find a video to build your quiz around on
www.youtube.com. When you have chosen your
video, you need to copy the embed code. You
can find this by clicking on Share.

5 The next thing you should do is upload a small
image of yourself. To do this you click on the
Browse… button above the embed code and
navigate to your chosen image.
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2 Then you click on Embed and copy the code.
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Using video-sharing will encourage your students
to view videos as a learning tool as well as a
source of entertainment. Turning a video into an
interactive video quiz will also test their listening
skills. ESLvideo catalogues many quizzes created
by other teachers which you can use with your
students or create your own. Best of all, it’s quick
and easy to do.

by Nik Peachey
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6 Now you can complete the rest of the form,
adding all the necessary information about
the video.

by Nik Peachey

9 Now you can write your first question and the
possible answers.

7 You also need to select a level and aim for the
video. When you have done this, click on Next.

8 If you have done everything correctly and
completed the form, you will get a message and
a link to move on to the next stage where you can
add the questions to your quiz.
Below your video, you should see an area where
you can edit different aspects of the video. Click
on Questions, then click on Add a question.

11 To add more questions, repeat the process by
clicking on Question then Add a question again.
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When you have added all your questions, click the
link at the bottom of the screen which says click here
to view your quiz. You should now be able to play
your video and answer your quiz questions. Make sure
you do this to check that the answers are correct.
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10 Once you have done this, copy and paste the
correct option into the field at the bottom. It’s best
to copy and paste this as it must be exactly the
same. Once you have done this, click on Send.
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15 When your students have done the quiz,
go to My Account again and click on Students
Scores. This will show you all the results from your
students’ quizzes.

You can use the teacher code with any of the
video quizzes on the site, not just the ones you
create. So, to get started, you could choose some
ready-made quizzes.
13 To create your teacher code, go to My
Account. This is where you can manage all your
quizzes and classes. Click on Teacher Code.

So now you’ve seen just how easy it is to create
a video quiz, why don’t you give it a try? Your
students can enjoy viewing videos in a more
educational way. Good luck!
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Click on Send to create your teacher code. Now
you can give that code to your students. Each
time they finish a quiz, they can enter their name
and the code and you will be able to see
their results.
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14 Scroll down to the bottom of the page and
type in your teacher code. It can be your name
or anything else that is unique and easy
to remember.
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12 Once you have completed the quiz, click
on See how you did to view the feedback. At
the bottom of the feedback form, there is a field
for the student to add their name and a teacher
code to send their results to their teacher. This is a
great way to track that your students are doing
their homework, but you will need to create a
code to give to your students.

by Nik Peachey
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